Interlinked tanks

EDUCATE

Sean Butler on how
installing even the
simplest unit to save and
recycle rainwater can go
a long way to conserving
this precious commodity
We’ve had the hottest summer for 20 years! We
can all make a difference and help save water.
I do sometimes wonder how the modernday world hasn’t run out of water. When the
earth was formed hundreds of millions of years
ago, the amount of water on our planet was
only 1.5% more than we have now.
Landscapers following eco-friendly practices
should consider the installation of a rainwater
harvesting unit on each project.
There are many variations that can be
installed. In simple terms, each system is a
tank, a rainwater connection, an overflow, an
optional pump and an optional auto top up
from the mains supply water.
The simplest system is a water butt or series
of interconnecting water butts. The use of these
can be modified by adding an electric pump
Injection moulded tank
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RAINWATER
HARVESTING
connected straight
to a garden hose.
If you have the
space a 300 gallon
ex juice tank can be
placed above ground.
When full the pressure
in the tank is enough to
fit a simple gravity fed
irrigation hose to flower
beds. This can be
operated by adding a
valve in-line on the
solid pipe before it gets to the swept
hose irrigation.
Tanks can be in ground or above
ground. For aesthetic reasons we
always opt for below ground if the site
constraints are not too restrictive and
the budget is healthy enough to add
the installation.
Plastic injection moulded tanks
made by Graf are easy to install
(www.graf-water.co.uk) They come in

Water butts: ‘save
water save money’

two parts with a rubber seal
that sits nicely on the
bottom half. Special clips
are then fixed around the
outside to create a one
piece tank. Small tanks start
at a capacity of 2,500 litres.
These can also be interlinked.
For a more advanced
system the tanks can then be
used to store water for
multiple purposes which
include grey water recycling
(to flush toilets) and fully
automated irrigation systems.
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